Discussion Guide-Lovers Hiatus (Feel free to use some or all of the questions)
Also send me a picture of your book club reading any of my books! I’ll spotlight you
on some of my platforms! taylormadedaydreams@gmail.com Include your location &
Bookclub name!
1. Have you ever gone somewhere or did something that folks around you thought was
“out the blue or crazy.” What did you think of Janae going up north by herself?
2. What would you have done upon finding a man in bed in a place where you thought you
were alone?
3. Damond comes off gruff but as we find out he can be kind and thoughtful. Do you mind
your man having a bit of an edge to him?
4. Their store run and snowball fight change things? Allows them to see different sides of
each other and let down some walls. Do you have an instance where one event showed
you another side of someone you originally didn’t care for? (Friend, co-worker, partner,
family)?
5. Their fun time in the basement quickly turned to heat. Do you think it was cabin fever,
the current situation or just a continuation of their attraction?
6. Do you think verbal sparring can heighten attraction, do you think that’s why make up
sex is always so passionate?
7. What do you think of Damond’s trick with the generator? LOL. Was it worth it as he
mentioned later in the book. Would “you” have forgiven it?
8. (TMI Question) Have you ever run into a “new” and what you considered “odd” sexual
situation? Did you end up enjoying it, or did it turn you 100% off. Or were you
somewhere in the middle?
9. This book talks a lot about the issues writers face (all true), has your job/work every
made you feel insecure or stressed to the max? How/did that affect your romantic life?
10. When Damond went out of his way to cheer up Janae, there was another shift in their
relationship. Discuss how you each viewed that shift on both MC’s part.
11. (TMI) Has anyone ever been a situationship that turned into a relationship?
12. Do you think it’s true that vacation love has people personalities presenting differently
than when they are in their normal surroundings? Both Damond and Janae worried
about what would happen once they got home.

13. Do you agree with Janae that buying something new to wear, whether for a date, an
interview or an important event can make a woman/person feel more confident?
14. Veronica is introduced early in the book and Damond does compare Janae to her. While
Janae compares the two women’s relationship speed/projection all the time. Do you
believe that ex’s do worm their way directly or indirectly into the next relationship?
15. Janae lets her insecurity that she can’t connect and have a long-term relationship, end
her budding one with Damond. Do women/men often do this because they fear the
current relationship will be like the last, or that they are somehow not worthy of a
“good/healthy” relationship. Have you ever had to overcome this?
16. It’s a fact that often men and women do communicate differently and have different
viewpoints. Did you like how Damond showed Janae his love language at the end? Have
you ever had to struggle with this in your own relationship?
17. In this book both MC’s are often shown supporting and uplifting each other up in their
career endeavors. Do you believe that is how it should be in any good relationship?
18. In the end there is more compromise with Damond’s moving and the decoration for
the new place. Is it fair to say “some” compromise is always needed for a relationship
to flourish?
19. This ending is a “Happy For Now”, as they say in the romance writing industry
(anything not ending in a marriage). Do you think that the couple will make it long term,
having worked out a few communication issues and addressed some inner fears?

Feel free to discuss any elements you thought stood out.
I hope you and your friends found some enjoyment reading this story!
Thank you for supporting Black Authors!
Please review on the retailer you bought the book from. It makes a huge difference
for authors.
Taylor Love

